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2JINHT1JLFQ)NWJHYTW&UUTNSYRJSY
25.,WTZUYMJ2JINHFQ)JKJSHJ
4WLFSXFYNTSfor OTSIS FWJ delighted
to welcome Juliette Mellman-Jones as
Medico Legal Director.
Juliette was a partner and former head
of insurance and risk law firm, BLM’s
Health & Care sector group. She has
undertaken a wide variety of medical
malpractice claims, regulatory and
disciplinary investigations, on behalf of
members of medical defence
organisations, insurers and private
healthcare providers.

8MJMFX\TWPJITSFSZRGJWTKMNLM
profile cases including the longestrunning General Medical Council case
ever to be heard – which related to
alleged serious professional misconduct
arising out of the controversial research
which considered the relationship
between autism and the MMR vaccine.
Juliette’s client in that case was the only
doctor to be acquitted of the charges in
full.
Juliette also lectures on topics including
the professional, statutory and
contractual duty of candour.

Juliette Mellman-Jones
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OTSIS\TWPNSL\NYM25.,WTZU
UWT[NIJXFHHJXXYTHTRUWJMJSXN[J The main business of the OTSIS AGM on 6th September
NSIJRSNY^HT[JWKor UK
 was the election of the new board of Directors
orthopaedic and trauma surgeons
GJSJKNYX TK FS NSXZWFSHJ HTSYWFHY FSI UWTHJIZWJXQNRNYNSL
YMJ NSKQZJSHJ TK GJNSL UFWY TK F LWTZU MTXUNYFQXYF^X
\MTXJGZXNSJXXNXMNLMQ^XTZLMYFKYJW
&UFWYKWTRMNX
HTSXZQYFSYFSI
Garth Allardice
HQNSNHFQ2W&QQFWINHJ
NXFQXTNS[TQ[JI
There are now three distinct groups of
Mr Garth Allardice is a Consultant
NSteaching and
providers: RJRGJWXMNUgroups like OTSIS Orthopaedic Surgeon, with a special
Mr. Garth Allardice
preparing the next
which are specialty specific offering
interest in foot and ankle surgery, lower
contractually guaranteed benefits
limb trauma, and foot and ankle sports LJSJWFYNTSTKTWYMTUFJINH
WJLNXYWFWXKTWYMJNWJ]FRX2W
overseen by a board of directors drawn
injuries. He is an NHS Consultant at the
&QQFWINHJQJHYZWJXTS[FWNTZX
from the membership, the old medical
North-West London Hospitals NHS
4WYMTUFJINH7J[NXNTSHTZWXJX
defence organisations providing
Trust (NWLH) and practiXes privately at 9WFZRFHTZWXJXFSI8UJHNFQNY^
discretionary membership benefits and
+TTYFSI&SPQJHTZWXJX-JNXFQXT
commercial insurance companies offering BMI Clementine Churchill Hospital,
Bishops Wood Hospital and Syon
NS[TQ[JINSYJFHMNSL
contracts of insurance to individual
Clinic, as well as One Stop Doctors.
5M^XNTYMJWFUNXYXFSIQTHFQ,JSJWFQ
surgeons.
5WFHYNYNTSJWX
He graduated from medical school at
The problem with the medical defence
More recently, Mr Allardice has
the University of Witwatersrand, South
organisations and their discretionary
been
invited to membership of
Africa in 1986 and completed his
membership benefits is that as a member
International
Faculty in a project
Orthopaedic training at the University of
all you can do is ask for help, but as
development
role for the
Natal. He became a Consultant and
illustrated by the recent Paterson case,
development
and design of foot
Lecturer at the University of Natal,
there is no guarantee that you will get it.
and
ankle
products/surgical
Durban and was appointed to the
This applies to clinical negligence claims,
equipment in the USA. He has also
national faculty of the Advanced AO
GMC cases, allegations of criminal
been invited to other International
Trauma Symposium in South Africa.
misconduct and NHS Trust disciplinary
Faculty to lecture and demonstrate
cases. The medical defence
at their European Laboratory
In 1997, he completed a Fellowship at
organisations are not regulated by the
the prestigious Charnley Hip and Knee facility.
Financial Conduct Authority, so there is
Centre at Wrightington, UK before being
no way of challenging their decision not
Gavin de Kiewiet
appointed as Consultant and Trauma
to assist you.
Lead at Kettering General Hospital
Gavin is a consultant orthopaedic
(1998 - 2002).
Having a contract of insurance on the
surgeon at Sunderland Royal
other hand gives you defined rights.
Hospital and a private practice
In 2004, Mr. Allardice established a
Provided that you have abided by the
based in Washington. He has a
Specialist Foot & Ankle Unit at
special interest in limb
terms of the contract the insurer is bound Northwick Park Hospital. The vast
to provide you with the assistance you
majority of primary and tertiary referrals reconstruction joint preserving and
trauma surgery. He is a member of
need. That holds true for all insurance
are seen in this unit. The foot & ankle
BOA, BSCOS, BLRS, ISHA and
contracts but in addition OTSIS
service manages a wide spectrum of
AAOS in addition to his NHS
RJRGJWXMNU provides greater support as disorders including degenerative and
inflammatory arthritic conditions, sports practice.
your colleagues on the BoardYTLJYMJW

Medical indemnity used to be the
preserve of the MDU, MPS and MDDUS
but since 2010 the number of providers
has mushroomed.

injuries and trauma, hallux valgus and
other forefoot deformities. Integral links
with physiotherapy, orthotics, and
podiatry have been established to
provide a cooperative network.
Additionally, the majority of foot
So with OTSIS RJRGJWXMNUyou have the surgeries are performed as day-case

\NYMYMJ25.,WTZU regularly meet the
scheme underwriters to discuss
enhancing benefits, new requirements
and if necessary to discuss individual
cases.

Mr. Gavin de Kiewiet

*GZPVIBWFBOZRVFTUJPOTGPSUIFOFXCPBSENFNCFSTQMFBTFDPOUBDUUIF054*4PGGJDFPO
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Gavin says: “Increasing challenges are
being placed on the provision of
orthopaedics services in the NHS and
private sector. Mounting scrutiny,
restriction, revalidation and patient
demands has escalated complaints and
promoted a litigious society. Maintaining
and advancing a high standard of care
remains challenging. For this a medical
indemnity scheme like OTSIS that is
responsive to and provides for the
specialty of orthopaedics is essential.”

Ian says
:
ϧ9MJ
 reason I've got my
professional indemnity with R^ OTSIS
RJRGJWXMNU goes much deeper than Oust
lower premiums. With OTSIS I haveF
proper guaranteed insurance policy : not
cover that's just 'discretionary' and the
expertise TK OTSIS's legal advisory
services. Finally, my interests are best
served by an organisation with a board of
directors who are surgeons themselves.Ϩ

RJINHTQJLFQFI[NHJKFHNQNYNJXYMFY
J]NXY\NYMR^policy. I was keen to
find cover that provided value for
money combined with rapid
access to quality advice should it
ever be required. I have been
pleased with the cover provided
and am delighted to be involved
with moving OTSIS forward in the
interests of orthopaedic surgeons.Ϩ

.FS\FXFUUTNSYJI(MFNWRFSTKYMJ'TFWI ,JWFWI5FSYNSL
TK)NWJHYTWXTK498.8NS8JUYJRGJW
6ZFQNKNJINSRJINHNSJFSI\NYMF
Ian McDermott
2FXYJWXIJLWJJNS2JINHFQ1F\
Joel Melton
FSI*YMNHX,JWFWIMFXT[JW
Ian McDermott is a Consultant
^JFWXTKJ]UJWNJSHJNSHQNSNHFQ
Joel
is
a
specialist
consultant
knee
Orthopaedic Surgeon specialising
SJLQNLJSHJQNYNLFYNTSHTRUQFNSYX
surgeon
at
Cambridge
University
purely in knees.
UWTHJIZWJXINXHNUQNSFW^UWTHJXXJX
Hospitals NHS Trust, having previously
FSIRJINHFQWJLZQFYNTSNSYMJ:0
trained
in
the
Wessex
region.
Ian was a consultant at Ealing Hospital,
FSIFXUJHNFQNSYJWJXYNS
but he left the NHS in 2008 and he now
IJ[JQTUNSLUWFHYNHFQWNXP
He has a personal interest in
works in full-time private practice in
RFSFLJRJSYXTQZYNTSX
biomechanics and was awarded a
Central London. Ian is the founder and
masters degree in Orthopaedic
the Managing Partner of the London
Engineering from the University ofCardiff. ,JWFWIXUJSY^JFWXFYYMJ
Sports Orthopaedics practice, based in
2JINHFQ5WTYJHYNTS8THNJY^\MJWJ
The City of London.
MJMJQIYMJUTXYXTK-JFITK:0
2JINHFQ8JW[NHJXFSI
/TJQFQXTXUJSYF^JFW
As a trainee Ian
(TRRZSNHFYNTSXFSI5TQNH^
TKKJQQT\XMNUYWFNSNSLNS
was the President
)NWJHYTWFSINXF+TZSIFYNTS
8^ISJ^&ZXYWFQNF
of BOTA. He then
+JQQT\TKYMJ+FHZQY^TK+TWJSXNH
\TWPNSLFYYMJ\TWQI
became the
FSI1JLFQ2JINHNSJTKYMJ
WJST\SJI3TWYM
youngest ever
7T^FQ(TQQJLJTK
8^ISJ^4WYMTUFJINH
surgeon to be
5M^XNHNFSX
FSI8UTWYX2JINHNSJ
elected as a
(JSYWJ
Council Member
.SXYWZRJSYFQNS
and Trustee of the
Mr. Joel Melton KTZSINSLFSI
Royal College of
Mr. Ian McDermott 9MJWJMJLFNSJI
WZSSNSLXJ[JWFQ
KZWYMJWexperience in allaspects of sports
XUJHNFQNXY
Surgeons, and he served a 6-year term
medicine, the management of knee
)W,JWFWI5FSYNSL
NSIJRSNY^
of office. Ian has also been a member of
ligament injuries, the management of
the Orthopaedic Subcommittee of the
XHMJRJX,JWFWINXST\KTHZXJI
knee arthritis and knee replacement
CCSC of the BMA, and he has been a
ZUTSXZUUTWYNSLYMJ498.8GTFWI
surgery. I have also spent time
Board Member of the Federation of
FSIIJQN[JWNSL[FQZJYT498.8
completing fellowship training in limb
Independent Practitioners Organisations
RJRGJWX
reconstruction techniques in Russia and
(FIPO) for the last 10 years.
as an AO fellow in Marseille, France.As a
ϧUWTKJXXNTSFQNSIJRSNY^\NYM
R^498.8RJRGJWXMNULTJX
sub-specialist
knee
surgeon
in
Ian has maintained strong academic
RZHMIJJUJWYMFSOZXYQT\JW
Cambridge,
I
provide
an
acute
knee
interests, and he is an Honorary
UWJRNZRX<NYM498.8.MF[JF
service
for
soft
tissue/multiligament
knee
Professor Associate in the School of
UWTUJWLZFWFSYJJINSXZWFSHJ
Sport & Education at Brunel University. injuries and I enjoy ongoing involvement
in
arthroplasty
as
a
regional
clinical
coUTQNH^STYHT[JWYMFY XOZXY
Ian is also the co-founder and the
ordinator
(East
of
England)
for
the
INXHWJYNTSFW^
FSIYMJJ]UJWYNXJTK
current President of the UK Biological
498.8
XQJLFQFI[NXTW^XJW[NHJX
Knee Society. Ian's clinical interests lie in National Joint Registry. JoeQ is clinical
+NSFQQ^R^NSYJWJXYXFWJGJXY
field of complex knee reconstruction,
lead for Hip and Knee services.
XJW[JIG^FSTWLFSNXFYNTS\NYMF
including meniscal transplantation and
GTFWITKINWJHYTWX\MTFWJ
articular cartilage grafting, as well as the /TJQXF^Xϧ.HMTXJ498.8RJRGJWXMNU
KTWR^NSIJRSNY^IZJYTYMJ
STS
XZWLJTSXYMJRXJQ[JXϨ
use of custom-made knee
INXHWJYNTSFW^
SFYZWJTKYMJHT[JWYMJ^
replacements.
UWT[NIJHTRGNSJI\NYMYMJUJWXTSFQ
2W.FS2H)JWRTYY
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The new General Data Protection
Regulation (‘GDPR’) is a European
regulation and will apply for as long as
the UK remains in the EU. In any event,
its provisions will be adopted by the UK
government and will be transposed into
UK law by the new Data Protection Bill
currently making its way through
Parliament. The GDPR (and all UK
privacy legislation) is and will be enforced
by The Information Commissioner’s
Office (‘ICO’).

<MFYNXYMJ,)57
and how is it going to affect you?
identification numbers, location data or
other online identifiers. You must have a
valid lawful basis in order to process
Personal Data. These lawful bases are
set out in Article 6 of the GDPR and are:

v consent (where the Data Subject
has given their explicit consent for
the processing of their Personal
Data),
v contractual obligation (the
processing of the relevantPersonal
Data is necessary for thepurposes
Healthcare is a particularly data-rich
of complying with theterms of a
industry, and the GDPR will place
contract you have withthe relevant
greater responsibilities on healthcare
Data Subject),
organisations and practitioners in terms
v legal obligation (where it is
of how they use, share, store and
necessary to process a Data
protect data. The aim of the GDPR is to
Subject’s Personal Data to comply
give individual “data subjects” more
with the law),
control over their Personal Data, and to
v vital interests (where theprocessing
help ensure that such data is kept safe
of Personal Data isnecessary to
once collected.
protect the DataSubject’s life or
other interests),
So, what s happening on 25 May 2018?
v public task (where the processingof
Personal Data is necessary to
This is the date upon which the GDPR
perform a task in the publicinterest
comes into force and becomes a part of
or through your officialfunctions,
UK law. It is important that you start
and that task orfunction has a clear
preparing for the changes that the GDPR
basis in law)and
will bring, and ensure that you have a
v legitimate interests (where the
plan in place regarding how you and your
Processing of Personal Data is
healthcare organisation manage data, as
necessary to advance your
well as an understanding of the measures
legitimate interests or those
that need to be put in place to ensure
legitimate interests of a thirdparty).
compliance with the new, enhanced
privacy regime.
What is sensitive Personal Data and
what different rules apply to that?
What information does the GDPR apply
to?
All Personal Data must be processed
The GDPR applies to the
“processing” (or use) of all “Personal
Data”.
What is 5ersonal )ata and what rules
apply to that?
“Personal Data” is, for the purposes of
GDPR, any information relating to a living
individual who can be directly or
indirectly identified from it, either alone or
in combination with other information.
Such individuals are referred to as a
“Data Subject”.
Personal identifiers which will constitute
“Personal Data” include names,

4
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lawfully under one or more of the
Article 6 grounds set out above. In
addition, the GDPR prohibits
processing of certain categories of
data including “sensitive” Personal
Data unless a specified exemption
applies. This includes data revealing
race, ethnic origin, politics, religion or
trade union membership. Importantly
for surgeons, this also includes data
revealing genetic details, biometric
data, sexualTWNJSYFYNTSTWMJFQYM&S^
HQNSNHFQWJHTWIHTSHJWSNSLFS
NIJSYNKNFGQJUFYNJSY\NQQHTSYFNS
ϧXJSXNYN[JϨ5JWXTSFQ)FYF
.KFXZWLJTS\NXMJXYTUWTHJXX

sensitive Personal Data, then the
processing must be necessary (a
reasonable and proportionate way
of achieving the relevant purpose)
and one of the ten exemptions
under Article 9 of the GDPR must
apply. In the healthcare context,
the most likely will be
v Explicit consent (from the
patient)
v Where processing of the
sensitivePersonal Data is
necessary toprotect the vital
interests of thepatient (usually
where the patient isincapable of
giving consent)
v For the purposes of health and
social care (such as where
necessary for the purposes of
preventative or occupational
medicine, for assessment of the
working capacity of the
employee,medical diagnosis,
provision ofhealth or social care
or treatment)
v Public interest in the area of
publichealth
If you can reasonably achieve the
same purpose without processing
sensitive Personal Data, you will not
usually have a lawful basis to
process it.
In order to lawfully process
sensitive Personal Data, a Data
Controller (which is the person or
organisation who decides how and
for what purpose Personal Data is
collected for processing) must
identify a lawful basis under the
Article 6 grounds, and a separate
condition for processing sensitive
Personal Data under Article 9.
These do not have to be linked.
What different rules apply to the
personal data of deceased
patients?
The GDPR does not apply to
PersonalData relating to deceased
patients.However the common law
ofconfidentiality regulatory
obligations, general expectations of
privacy and MZRFSWNLMYXFSI
WJQJ[FSYQJLNXQFYNTSWJQFYNSLYT

276,61HZV
FHHJXXYTMJFQYMWJHTWIXWJRFNS
FUUQNHFGQJ\MJSHTSXNIJWNSLthe
Personal Data of the deceased.
What are the key changes introduced
by the GDPR in relation to the
processing of Personal Data/sensitive
Personal Data?
The GDPR introduces a higher bar for
relying on consent.
v Consent, when required for the
processing of Personal Data,
must be freely given, specific,
informed and unambiguous and
involve a positive indication of
that consent. Consent cannot be
inferred from silence, pre-ticked
boxes or inactivity and it must be
separate from other terms and
conditions. Your organisation will
need to provide simple ways for
patients to withdraw consent at
any time and for any reason.
v Parental consent will always be
required when processing the
data of children.
v Patients will be entitled to ask for
Personal Data to be deleted or
removal of Personal Data where
there is no compelling reason for
its continued processing, notably
where it is irrelevant orexcessive.
v Patients will be entitled to ask for
Personal Data in their records to
be rectified if it is inaccurate or
incomplete.
v Patients will have greater rightsto
access, free of charge, YTany
Personal Data held about them
by your private clinic or hospital.
Subject access requests must,in
most cases, be responded to
without delay but in any event
within 1 month.
v You must keep clear records to
demonstrate consent (including
details of the date, the
mechanism by which consent
was obtained, and the wording
used)
Governance and Accountability
Measures
v The GDPR introduces the
concept of “accountability”
which requires you to be able to
demonstrate, through robust
UTQNHNJXFSIUWTHJIZWJXMT\
^TZHTRUQ^\NYMNYXYJWRX

,DPR comes into force) and a Data
Audit to assist with this process.
v If you are the data controller, you Where appropriate, organisations
will have a duty to report certain
must appoint a Data Protection
types of data breaches to the ICO Officer.
within stringent timescales, and
usually within 72 hours of the
Is it mandatory to appoint a Data
event. You may also need to
Protection Officer?
inform the individual Data
Subjects affected by any breach,
&)FYF5WTYJHYNTS4KKNHJW )54NX
who may look to pursue a civil
WJXUTSXNGQJKTWT[JWXJJNSLIFYF
claim against you as part of their
UWTYJHYNTSXYWFYJL^FSIJSXZWNSL
new right to an “effective judicial
HTRUQNFSHJ)FYF5WTYJHYNTS4KKNHJWX
remedy”. Further details of the
RZXYMF[JJ]UJWYNXJNS5WN[FH^1F\
requirements to notify the ICO /
FSIYMJNW/TG)JXHWNUYNTSRZXYWJKQJHY
Data Subjects are set out below.
YMNXWJVZNWJRJSY3-8TWLFSNXFYNTSX
RZXYFUUTNSYF)54.K^TZWHQNSNH
Transfer of Data Outside the EU
MTXUNYFQHFWWNJXTZYQFWLJXHFQJ
v Personal Data may only be
UWTHJXXNSLTKXJSXNYN[J5JWXTSFQ)FYF
transferred outside the EU in
NYRZXYFQXTFUUTNSYF)54&S
certain permitted circumstances
J]FRUQJTKϧQFWLJXHFQJUWTHJXXNSLϨ
and to places with equivalent
NSHQZIJXUWTHJXXNSLTKUFYNJSYIFYFNS
standards of privacy protection to YMJWJLZQFWHTZWXJTKGZXNSJXXG^F
those within the EU.
MTXUNYFQ.YITJXSTYNSHQZIJ
UWTHJXXNSLTKUFYNJSYIFYFG^FS
Does the private hospital/clinic where I NSIN[NIZFQXZWLJTS
work have to put in place any other
governance measures?
<MFYNXFIFYFGWJFHMFSI\MFYIT.
Data Breaches

The private hospital/clinic will be
expected to put in place
comprehensive, but proportionate,
governance measures. Your
organisation will need to demonstrate
that it has implemented appropriate
RJFXZWJXXZHMFXYMJIJ[JQTURJSYTK
NSYJWSFQIFYFUWTYJHYNTSUTQNHNJX\NYM
UWT[NXNTSKTWTSLTNSLXYFKKYWFNSNSL
WJHTWIPJJUNSLNSYJWSFQFZINYXTK
UWTHJXXNSLFHYN[NYNJXFSIWJ[NJ\XTK
NSYJWSFQ-7UTQNHNJX.YRZXYFQXT
RFNSYFNSWJQJ[FSYITHZRJSYFYNTSTS
UWTHJXXNSLFHYN[NYNJX2FS^RF^
FQWJFI^GJHTSXNIJWNSLHFWW^NSLTZYF
ϧ5WN[FH^.RUFHY&XXJXXRJSYϨ \MNHMNX
STYHTRUZQXTW^ST\GZY\NQQGJHTRJ
XTNSHJWYFNSHNWHZRXYFSHJXTSHJYMJ

SJJIYTITNK.INXHT[JWFIFYFGWJFHM$
&5JWXTSFQ)FYFGWJFHMNXFS^GWJFHM
TKXJHZWNY^NSKWFXYWZHYZWJQJFINSLYTYMJ
FHHNIJSYFQTWZSQF\KZQIJXYWZHYNTS
QTXXFQYJWFYNTSZSFZYMTWNXJI
INXHQTXZWJTKTWFHHJXXYT5JWXTSFQ
)FYF.YNSHQZIJXXJSINSL5JWXTSFQ
)FYFYTFSNSHTWWJHYWJHNUNJSYFSI
HTRUZYNSLIJ[NHJXHTSYFNSNSL
5JWXTSFQ)FYFGJNSLQTXYTWXYTQJS
.KFIFYFGWJFHMNXQNPJQ^YTWNXPF
UJWXTSϤXWNLMYXFSIKWJJITRXYMJSNY
RZXYGJWJUTWYJIYTYMJ.(4\NYMNS
MTZWXFKYJWGJHTRNSLF\FWJTKNY.YNX
QNPJQ^YMFYFQQIFYFGWJFHMJXNSF
MJFQYMHFWJHTSYJ]Y\TZQIGJ
WJUTWYFGQJYTYMJ.(4.K^TZW
TWLFSNXFYNTSMFXF)54YMJS^TZ
OTSIS News | Spring 2018
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XMTZQISTYNK^YMFYperson without delay
in the event of a breach as they, along
with your Management and
Communications Teams, will guide you
on next steps.
Do I need to notify my patient of the
breach?
If a breach is likely to result in a “high”
risk to the rights and freedoms of your
patient, the GDPR indicates that you
must inform them without delay. The
threshold for informing an affected
patient is higher than for informing the
ICO.
Accidental disclosure of patient records,
given that they contain sensitive
Personal Data, would certainly require
notification to the affected patient, as
well as the ICO.
What power does the Information
Commissioner’s Office have under the
GDPR?
The ICO’s powers include the following:
v To request controllers/processors to
provide relevant information.
v To carry out data protection audits.
v To gain access to premises and data
processing equipment.
v To issue warnings, reprimands and
orders to bring processing operations
into compliance where infringements
have been discovered.
v To impose temporary or definitive
limitations including a ban on
processing.
v To require the rectification, restriction
or erasure of data.
v To impose Monetary Penalties for
breaches of the GDPR’s obligations.
<MFYNXYMJRF]NRZRKNSJKTWFGWJFHMTK
YMJ,)57$
9MJ,)57JXYFGQNXMJXFϧYNJWJIϨ
FUUWTFHMYTYMJNRUTXNYNTSTK2TSJYFW^
5JSFQYNJXKTWIFYFUWTYJHYNTSGWJFHMJX
\MNHMYMJ.(4\NQQGJFGQJYTQJ[^
FLFNSXYGTYMIFYFHTSYWTQQJWXFSIIFYF
UWTHJXXTWX+TWXJWNTZXNSKWNSLJRJSYX
WJQFYNSLYTGWJFHMJXHTSHJWSNSL
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The ICO have published guidance setting out 12 steps to take now:

1.AwarenessEnsure that key people in your organisation are aware
that the law ischanging. They need to appreciate the impact that
the GDPR will haveand the resources that will be required to ensure
compliance.
2.Information held by your practiceDocument what personal data
you hold, where it came from and whoyou share it with. The GDPR
requires that you maintain records of yourprocessing activities.
3.Communicating privacy informationYou should review your
current privacy notices and put a plan in place
for making any necessary changes in time for the GDPR X
implementation.
4.Individuals’ Rights
(MJHP^TZWUWN[FH^STYNHJXUTQNHNJXFSIUWTHJIZWJXYTRFPJXZWJ
YMJ^HT[JWFSINSHQZIJFQQTKYMJ)FYF8ZGOJHY7NLMYXNSYWTIZHJIFSI
J]UFSIJIZUTSG^YMJ,)579MJXJFWJYMJWNLMYYTGJNSKTWRJI
WNLMYTKFHHJXXWNLMYYTWJHYNKNHFYNTSWNLMYYTJWFXZWJWNLMYYTWJXYWNHY
UWTHJXXNSLWNLMYYTIFYFUTWYFGNQNY^WNLMYYTTGOJHYFSIWNLMYXNS
WJQFYNTSYTFZYTRFYJIIJHNXNTSRFPNSLFSIUWTKNQNSL>TZXMTZQI
FQXTUWT[NIJIJYFNQXTKMT\YMTXJWNLMYXHFSGJJFXNQ^J]JWHNXJI
5.Subject Access RequestsUpdate your procedures and plan how
you will handle requests so thatthey will be dealt with in
accordance with the new rules. Subject accessrequests must, in
most cases, be responded to without delay but inany event within
1 month.
6.Lawful Basis for Processing Personal Data
IIJSYNK^YMJQF\KZQGFXNXKTW^TZWUWTHJXXNSLFHYN[NY^ITHZRJSYNYFSI
ZUIFYJ^TZWUWN[FH^STYNHJYTJ]UQFNSNYFSI^TZWWJFXTSXKTWWJQ^NSL
ZUTSNY
7.ConsentReview how you seek, record and manage consent and
whetherchanges are needed. Refresh existing consents if they do
not meet theGDPR standard.
8.ChildrenConsider how you will handle the data of children and
the necessaryparental consents required by GDPR.
9.Personal Data BreachesMake sure you have the right procedures
in place to detect, report and investigate a 5ersonal )ata breach.
10.Data Protection Impact Assessment
+FRNQNFWNXJ^TZWXJQK\NYMYMJ.(4ϤXHTIJTKUWFHYNHJTS5WN[FH^
.RUFHY&XXJXXRJSYXFX\JQQFXYMJLZNIFSHJKWTRYMJ&WYNHQJ
<TWPNSL5FWY^FSIKTHZXTSMT\YTNRUQJRJSYYMJRNSYT^TZW
UWFHYNHJ
11.Data Protection OfficersDesignate someone to take
responsibility for data protectioncompliance and assess where this
role will sit within your practicestructure and governance
arrangements, if necessary.
12.Transfer of Data Outside the EUConsider whether your business
needs to transfer personal dataoutside the EU and if it does put
procedures in place to ensurecompliance with GDPR.

276,61HZV
NSYJWSFYNTSFQtransfers of data, or of
basic principles for processing such as
conditions for consent, fines of up to
the higher of 4% of turnover or 20
million Euros can be imposed. Other
specified infringements (including failing
to notify the ICO in the event of a
breach) will attract fines of up to the
higher of 2% of annual turnover or 10
million Euros.
&WJYMJWJFS^J]JRUYNTSX$
9MJSJ\:0)FYF5WTYJHYNTS&HYNX
J]UJHYJIYTNSHQZIJJ]JRUYNTSXFSI
IJWTLFYNTSXKWTRHJWYFNSWJVZNWJRJSYX
TKYMJ,)574SJXZHMJ]JRUYNTSNX
J]UJHYJIYTFUUQ^YTXZGOJHYFHHJXX
WJVZJXYX\MJWJYMJINXHQTXZWJTKMJFQYM
Not a member yet?

data would likely cause serious harm to
the physical or mental health of the
data subject or another individual.
Another exemption is expected to apply
to the Personal Data of minors and
people incapable of managing their
own affairs where they have an
expectation that that information will
not be disclosed to their parents or the
person appointed to manage their
affairs.

recognise the need to do so.
The GDPR places greater emphasis
on the documentation that data
controllers must keep to demonstrate
their accountability, and the policies,
procedures and operational changes
which must follow once the need to
implement them has been identified.

Organisations that already have
policies, controls and procedures in
place that ensure compliance with the
-T\HFS.GJXYUWJUFWJKTWYMJ
Data Protection Act 1998 can use
NRUQJRJSYFYNTSTKYMJ,)57$
these as a starting point to build from,
.YNXJXXJSYNFQYTUQFS^TZWFUUWTFHMYT especially as many of the concepts
and principles of GDPR are similar to
HTRUQNFSHJST\FX^TZ\NQQFQRTXY
HJWYFNSQ^SJJIYTUZYSJ\UWTHJIZWJXNS those contained in the 1998 Act.
UQFHJFSIYTIJRTSXYWFYJYMFY^TZ
A Data Audit and Privacy Impact
Assessment are good starting points.
7JXTZWHJX

Surgeons who have completed their training and whose names are on the
specialist register can apply for OTSIS membership.
For more information about OTSIS and to apply online visit
www.otsis.co.uk or call the OTSIS team on 0845 094 3915.

9MJ,)577JLZQFYNTSMYYUXLIUW
NSKTJZ
.(4<JGXNYJMYYUXNHTTWLZP
&WYNHQJ<TWPNSL5FWY^,ZNIFSHJ
MYYUJHJZWTUFJZSJ\XWTTR
FWYNHQJSJ\XHKR$NYJRDY^UJ"
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W/R/B Underwriting
W/R/B Underwriting are honoured to continue to be the appointed insurer for
the members of OTSIS. As among the first insurers to offer Medical
Malpractice insurance to surgeons in the UK, we provide a wealth of
experience which enables us to deliver tailored solutions, flexible products
and authoritative underwriting.
W/R/B Underwriting have reviewed their current offering provided to
members to ensure that it is best in class. Following this analysis they have
enhanced the product and made improvementX to the policy XZGOJHYYT
UTQNH^YJWRXHTSINYNTSXFSIJ]HQZXNTSX including TKKJWNSLHT[JWFYYMJXFRJ
SJYUWJRNZR XZGOJHYYTHJWYFNSHTSINYNTSXGJNSLRJYFSSZFQQ^STHQFNRX
GTSZXJXHTSYWFHYINXUZYJXHT[JW\MNHMRF^UWT[NIJFXXNXYFSHJYT^TZNSF
INXFLWJJRJSY\NYMFUWN[FYJMTXUNYFQNSWJQFYNTSYTFIRNYYNSLWNLMYXFS
JSMFSHJIJ]YJSIJIWJUTWYNSLUJWNTITK^JFWXRFYJWSNY^UFYJWSNY^FSI
XFGGFYNHFQHT[JW\MJWJ^TZYFPJFGWJFPKWTR^TZWUWFHYNHJFSIUJWXTSFQ
FHHNIJSYNSXZWFSHJ.SFIINYNTS<7':SIJW\WNYNSLFWJQFZSHMNSLFWFSLJTK
WNXPRFSFLJRJSYYTTQXKTW498.8RJRGJWX<J\NQQZUIFYJTZWRJRGJWXNS
TZWSJ]YJINYNTSTK498.8SJ\X

498.8NXFSTYKTWUWTKNYHTRUFS^
The directors do not have access to any
personal, professional or financial
information about members or potential
members that might be provided on an
application form. Their personal interest
is the same as for all OTSIS members.

OTSIS is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Lucas Fettes & Partners Limited, trading as MPI Group which is
an independent insurance intermediary authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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